ASSET MANAGER CODE
Additional Guidance

ADDITIONAL GUIDANCE FOR THE
ASSET MANAGER CODE
The following interpretations of the Asset Manager Code are responses to inquiries received from firms
seeking to comply with the Code. These interpretations serve as additional guidance to the Asset
Manager Code from CFA Institute and should be considered official and authoritative explanations of the
requirements of the relevant Code provisions.

Defining a Firm
How does the Asset Manager Code apply to large investment advisers that are the parent of a
group of smaller managers? Does compliance by the parent company signify that all of the
related firms are in compliance? Can the smaller firms claim compliance separately?
In the case of a common parent of several individual asset managers, each individual manager may
claim compliance or the parent firm may claim compliance for all individual members. However, if the
parent claims compliance for the group, then each individual member firm of that group must comply with
the provisions of the Code. Additionally, both the parent and the underlying firms may claim compliance
with the Code and appear on the CFA Institute list of compliant firms.

Claiming Compliance
If a firm claims compliance with the Asset Manager Code, is it required to include a statement of
compliance on its marketing materials or in GIPS-compliant presentations?
The Code does not require firms to include a claim of compliance on marketing materials. If the firm
claims compliance with the GIPS standards and the Code, the firm is not required to include a claim of
Code compliance on GIPS-compliant performance. If the firm chooses to include a claim of compliance
with the Code on its marketing materials, it must include the following statement: “[Firm] claims
compliance with the CFA Institute Asset Manager Code. This claim has not been verified by CFA
Institute.”

Suitability
Is a Code-compliant asset manager required to meet the suitability provision (Provision B.6) for
large, sophisticated asset owners or for asset owners working through a third-party consultant?
Provision B.6 applies to firms managing client assets with a variety of strategies and mandates. For
instances when an institutional investor, either directly or through a third-party consultant, hires an
investment manager to manage a specific portion of the institutional assets to a particular mandate,
strategy, or style, Provision B.5 would be the applicable suitability provision. Provision B.5 requires the
manager to take investment actions that are consistent with the mandate but does not require a suitability
assessment of the mandate itself in relation to the client’s other assets. Meeting either of these provisions
can be documented through the investment policy statement or through the manager contract.
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Protecting Client Interests
Provision C.2 states that clients must be given “priority” over investments that benefit the
manager’s own interests. If a manager’s trade allocation policies treat all accounts “equitably” but
do not necessarily give “priority” to an account or fund that is not invested in by the manager,
does that comply with Code?
Trade allocation policies that (1) treat all accounts or funds equitably without consideration of a manager’s
participation and (2) do not disadvantage clients for the manager’s benefit are not incompatible with this
provision. Provision C.2 highlights the duty to act in the best interest of clients. Giving client accounts
priority in the context of this provision prohibits manager accounts from being favored over client
accounts. The guidance to Provision C.2 makes clear that investment activities of the manager for his or
her own investments must not adversely affect or disadvantage the manager’s clients.

Best Execution
Provision C.4 states that compliant managers are to seek best execution for all client
transactions. If a client directs the manager to trade with a specific broker that may not offer best
execution but does provide some other service to the client, can the manager still claim
compliance with the Code?
Directed brokerage arrangements that do not allow the firm to obtain best execution do not violate this
provision. Best execution in this case can only be done within the confines of the client mandate.
Provision C.4 highlights the duty to maximize client portfolio value by trading though the appropriate
channels for the particular circumstances for the trade. When a client directs the manager to trade
through a specific broker, this may prevent the manager from using a broker that could provide more
favorable execution terms for the client. Best practice dictates that the manager alert the client of the
potential impact of his or her directed brokerage on execution prices.

Third-Party Confirmation of Client Information
Does the routine reconciliation process provided for by the custodial bank meet the “independent
third-party confirmation” requirement of Provision D.3 of the Code? Does a manager need some
separate, formal confirmation to a client?
Provision D.3 considers the routine reconciliation process of custodians to constitute “independent thirdparty confirmation” as required by the Code. No additional confirmation statement is required.

Risk Management
Regarding Provision D.7, can you describe what sort of risk management process you are seeing
in managers adopting the Code?
CFA Institute does not require firms to disclose their risk management processes to the organization prior
to or as part of their claim of compliance. We are not privy to the processes adopted by managers. It is up
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to each manager to adopt adequate risk management processes to meet this provision that are
appropriate and relevant to the firm. The guidance to Provision D.7 outlines generally what constitutes an
effective risk management process.

Valuation of Assets
Provision E.2 states that compliant managers are to use fair-market prices for traded securities.
When a manager feels that the market quotation for a specific security or type of security no
longer reflects the current value of the security, would the manager be prohibited from using
alternative methods for calculating the holding value?
When the manager feels that the market quotation price no longer reflects the current value of a security
because of an unforeseen market event (e.g., a sudden and protracted decline in trading liquidity), then
the manager may treat that security like other investment assets without market quotation for valuation
purposes. The manager may use widely accepted valuations methods common for the industry or turn to
an independent third party for the security valuations.

Disclosures
Regarding providing the required disclosures in Section F, does the Code allow for some
accounts to receive full disclosure documents (such as Form ADV or a fund prospectus) but
others that do not?
The guidance to Provision F.1 states that “managers must determine how best to establish lines of
communication that fit their circumstances and enable clients to evaluate their financial status.” It is up to
managers to determine how best to communicate with their clients. Provision F.4 lists the information that
the Code requires to be made available (disclosed) to clients. Each manager has discretion regarding
how disclosures are accomplished so long as the required information is available to the clients.
Managers need not disclose the full details of all required information with every communication. For
example, for Provision F.4.b, a manager may state at the outset of the relationship that “information on
regulatory or disciplinary action taken against this firm or our employees is available on request.”

Soft Dollars
Does the requirement under Provision F.4.e that managers disclose to clients “the amount of any
soft or bundled commissions” require the unbundling of commissions for each trade or each
client? Does a description of the manager’s execution process, which includes soft dollar and
research practices, meet this requirement?
Disclosure under Provision F.4.e allows investors to make informed decisions about whether their
commissions are used to purchase goods and services (including research) beyond execution and
whether they are receiving a benefit from these goods and services. Disclosure enables investors to
determine whether to use advisers who enter into soft dollar arrangements. However, Provision F.4.e
does not require firms to unbundle each trade for each client. Firms should disclose to clients what
amount (i.e., dollars) or portion (i.e., percentage) of their total commissions was paid under a soft dollar
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arrangement, along with the services received from the soft dollars and the benefit of those services to
the clients. Boilerplate or general statements regarding use of soft dollars are not sufficient. In situations
in which investors buy into a particular investment fund and the trading of the fund generates soft dollars,
the firm is not required to break down the soft dollar commissions for each individual investor in the fund.
Similarly, in programs in which holdings for many individual accounts are aggregated with other clients for
trading or recordkeeping, disclosure of soft dollar information in aggregate is sufficient. Individual
investors are then free to request information about soft dollars for their individual accounts. With
disclosure in hand, the investor can make an informed decision about engaging the manager.

Investment Process
Does the requirement under Provision F.4.g require the manager to publicly disclose the full
operations of the security selection process? For instance, is the manager required to disclose all
elements of a proprietary quantitative model?
Provision F.4.g, in conjunction Provision F.4.c, highlights the need for a manager to provide clients and
prospective clients with sufficient information to make an informed decision about the investment
methodology used in managing the portfolio. The provisions do not require the firm to publish a
proprietary investment model or analytical process. However, the communications with clients and
prospective clients should be sufficiently detailed to give them sufficient information to understand the
nature and the risks of the investment process. The timing and frequency of such disclosures by the
manager may be determined based on the relationship that exists with the individual clients.

Additional Q&As

What are the registration options for a diverse organization with many operating subsidiaries?
Any legal operating entity providing investment management services is permitted to claim compliance
with the Asset Manager Code. This permits the parent-level organization to claim compliance, as well as
the individual subsidiaries. It is up to the firm to determine the most appropriate entities to submit claims
of compliance to accurately reflect the information to clients.
If the organization registers compliance for the parent-level organization, then all operating subsidiaries
would be covered by that registration. Thus, the registration of the subsidiaries, is not needed, but is
permitted to add clarity.
When registration is completed at the subsidiary-level, only the specific organization and any
subsidiaries under it are deemed as complying with the Code. The registration of a subsidiary does not
create an obligation of the parent to comply with the Code.
A firm has only one legal structure but operates in different divisions for providing services to
clients. Is the firm permitted to register compliance for only one specific operating division?
A firm may not register compliance for a division that is not operated as a separate legal entity. Any
legal operating entity providing investment management services is permitted to claim compliance with
the Asset Manager Code. The CFA Institute website then displays the names of the firms claiming
compliance. Users of the website would not be able to tell if only a portion of the listed firm complied
with the requirements of the Code.
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Additional questions? Contact the helpdesk at industrystandards@cfainstitute.org.
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